Spinal cord atrophy as a primary outcome measure in phase II trials of progressive multiple sclerosis
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Abstract

Objectives: To measure the development of spinal cord (SC) atrophy over one year in patients with progressive MS (PMS) and determine the sample sizes required to demonstrate a reduction in SC cross-sectional area (SC-CSA) as an outcome measure in clinical trials.

Methods: Forty-four PMS patients (26 primary-progressive MS (PPMS), 18 secondary-progressive MS (SPMS) and 29 healthy controls (HCs) were studied at baseline and 12 months. SC-CSA was measured using the 3D-fast field echo sequences acquired at 3T and the active surface model. Multiple linear regressions were used to investigate changes in imaging measurements.

Results: PPMS patients had shorter disease duration, lower EDSS, and larger SC-CSA than SPMS. All patients together showed a significantly greater decrease in percentage SC-CSA change than HCs, which was driven by the PPMS. All patients deteriorated over one year, but no association was found between percentage SC-CSA change and clinical changes. The sample size per arm required to detect a 50% treatment effect over one year, at 80% power, was 57 for PPMS and 546 for SPMS.

Conclusion: SC-CSA may become an outcome measure in trials of PPMS patients, when they are at an early stage of the disease, have moderate disability and modest SC atrophy.
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**Introduction**

There is an urgent need for treatments that slow progression in progressive MS. Phase II trials rely on biomarkers that are more sensitive to therapeutic effects than clinical measures. A putative biomarker for phase II trials is cervical cord atrophy (or reduction in spinal cord cross sectional area), which reflects axonal loss\(^1\) and is an independent determinant of disability\(^2\). Studies in MS subjects with a long disease duration found that cord atrophy is related to disability independently of brain lesion load and atrophy.\(^3\) Additionally, the rate of atrophy in the cervical cord is greater than that seen in the brain, which is currently used as an outcome measure in progressive MS trials (~1.5% vs. 0.5%-1.0% per year).\(^4,5\) To date, only a few clinical trials have used spinal cord atrophy as an exploratory endpoint.\(^6,7\) This reflects the numerous challenges of detecting minimal changes in a small structure in a multi-centre setting, where there may differences in imaging protocols and scanners.

In this study, we considered the potential of using spinal cord atrophy as an endpoint in one year, phase II, single-centre, neuroprotective clinical trials in progressive MS. The aims of this study were to: (i) measure the progression of spinal cord atrophy over one year and evaluate its relationship with physical disability in progressive MS; and (ii) determine sample sizes required to demonstrate a reduction in spinal cord atrophy as a primary outcome measure in a phase II clinical trial. For each aim, we retrospectively combined our two recent cohorts of early PPMS and well-established SPMS into a single progressive MS cohort, as these two phenotypes are thought to share more similarities than differences in their clinical, pathological and imaging characteristics. Secondly, we looked at each group independently, adjusting for brain atrophy development and changes in brain lesion loads.
Methods

Subjects

We retrospectively collected data of patients with SPMS and PPMS who participated in our previous studies,\(^8,9\) and then analysed them separately. Inclusion criteria were a diagnosis of PPMS\(^10\) or SPMS, and aged between 18 and 65 years. We did not specifically recruit patients who showed a steady progression as the major cause of increasing disability in the preceding 2 years. Healthy controls (HCs) were also recruited. All subjects were invited to come back for a follow-up after 1 year. Patients were clinically assessed on the day of the MRI at each time point.

All subjects recruited into the study provided written informed consent prior to taking part in the study, which was approved by the local research ethics committee.

Clinical Assessments

At the time of the MRI, all patients were clinically assessed with the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS),\(^11\) the 9-Hole Peg Test (9-HPT) and timed 25-Foot Walk Test (TWT).\(^12\) Z-scores were calculated for the 9-HPT and TWT.\(^13\) Mean grip strength from the upper and lower limbs were measured using the Jamar hydraulic dynamometer (Sammons Preston. Incorporated, Bolingbrook, IL, USA).\(^14\) American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) motor and sensory scores\(^15\) were also recorded.

MRI acquisition

All subjects were scanned at 3T using a Philips Achieva MRI system at baseline and at 1-year follow-up, using the manufacturer’s 16 – channel neurovascular coil (Philips Healthcare Systems, Best, Netherlands). The cervical cord was imaged in the axial plane, perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the cord, to measure the mean spinal cord cross sectional area (SC-CSA). The imaging volume was centred on the C2/3 intervertebral disc, using a fat – suppressed 3D slab-selective fast field echo (FFE) sequence [TR=23ms; TE=5ms; flip angle α 7°; FOV=240x180mm²; voxel size=0.5x0.5x5 mm³; NEX=8; 11 axial contiguous slices].

For calculation of brain volumes, a 3D T1-weighted magnetisation-prepared gradient-echo sequence was used [TR=6.9ms; TE=3.1ms; TI=824ms; flip angle α 8°; FOV= 256x256mm²; voxel size=1x1x1mm³; NEX=1; 180 sagittal contiguous slices].

For calculation of brain T2 lesion volumes, PD/T2 weighted images were acquired using a dual-echo TSE sequence [TR=3500ms; TE=15/85ms; flip angle α 90°; FOV=240x180mm²; voxel size=1x1x3mm³; NEX=1; 50 axial contiguous slices].

MRI analysis

Spinal cord area measurement

The active surface model (ASM) was used to obtain the SC-CSA (algorithm parameters: number of fourier coefficients=27, polynomial order=7). The ASM involves placing a predetermined size and shape region-of-interest (ROI) in the centre of the cord on each slice. The rater who placed this ROI was blinded to the subject identity and clinical characteristics, but was aware of the time points. The program then uses intensity gradient information to calculate the radius and centre of each slice. The centre line is refined from the initial user estimate and segmentation then involves a multistage approach allowing greater complexity of the cord radius to be calculated. The cord outline is generated automatically for each slice, and then the mean CSA obtained by averaging the area of the
three contiguous 5mm axial slices, centred on C2/3 disc, was calculated (Figure 1). Finally, the percentage change in SC-CSA between the two time points was calculated.

**Brain atrophy**

After lesion-filling, images were segmented using STEPS, which is a multi-atlas segmentation propagation technique. STEPS was used inside SIENA in conjunction with BET and helps to avoid bias due to the amount of peripheral CSF. STEPS computed the brain tissue mask and BET computed the skull. Then, the transformation to the half-way space between both time points was calculated; the Percent Brain Volume Change (PBVC) between two time-points was obtained.

**Brain and spinal cord lesions**

Brain T2-lesion volume (T2LV) was calculated by outlining lesions on T2-weighted images using a semi-automated edge finding tool (JIMv.6.0). The presence (or absence) of T2-hyperintense lesions at C2-C3 cord level (i.e., within the 15mm segment of cord used to calculate the SC-CSA) was recorded by reviewing the axial FFE images acquired at baseline and 1-year follow-up. The contrast between lesions and non-lesional tissue was too low to allow lesion contouring. All SC segmentations were visually inspected to ensure that the visible lesions didn’t affect the CSA.

**Statistical analysis**

All analyses were performed in Stata 13.1 (Stata Corporation, College Station, Texas, USA).

Paired t-tests were used to assess changes in clinical measures over time and two sample t-tests were used to investigate differences in variables at baseline between subject groups.

Age was centred in order to get more realistic estimates in the linear regression models.
To assess differences in the percentage change in SC-CSA over time between all patients together (and each patient group separately) and HCs the following regression equation was used:

Percentage SC-CSA change = beta0 (% change in healthy controls) + beta1*SPMS-type + beta2*PPMS-type + beta3*centered-age + beta4*sex

(beta1*SPMS-type and beta2*PPMS-type were substituted with beta*all-MS-patients for the model which included all patients together).

The same models were then re-run by correcting for PBVC.

A similar statistics was done when analysing the changes over time in brain volume by swapping % SC-CSA change with PBVC and correcting for brain T2LV.

To assess the association between clinical changes and percentage SC-CSA change the following equation was used for each patient group separately and then for all patients together:

Changes in clinical data (EDSS or 9-HPT or TWT or grip strength or ASIA motor and sensory scores) = beta0 + beta1*percentage SC-CSA change in each patient group + beta2*centered-age + beta3*sex

As evident by the equations above, all models were adjusted for age and gender. Because of the very small number of patients without spinal cord lesions at C2/C3, no statistical test has been carried out to test the impact of lesions on SC-CSA measurement.

Statistical significance was considered when p values were below 0.05.
Sample size calculations for 30%, 50% and 100% treatment effects on percentage SC-CSA change (and PBVC) were computed (with 80% power at 5% statistical significance) using the age- and gender-adjusted differences between each patient group and HCs. The SD of the percentage SC-CSA change (and PBVC) within each group was used for the sample size calculations. 100% treatment effect is theoretically reached when the percentage SC-CSA change in patients (or PBVC in patients) is equal to that observed in HCs.
Results

Participant demographics and characteristics

Forty-four patients with progressive MS (26 PPMS and 18 SPMS), and 29 HCs were studied at baseline and one year. Patient demographics, clinical and radiological characteristics are summarised in Table 1.

There was a significant difference in age between all progressive MS patients and HCs (p<0.001). At baseline, PPMS patients had significantly shorter disease duration (p<0.0001), lower EDSS (p<0.004), lower brain T2LV (p<0.001) and larger SC-CSA (p<0.02) than SPMS patients. The duration of progressive disease was similar among groups (Table 1).

There was a significant increase in brain T2LV over 12 months in PPMS (p<0.002) and SPMS (p<0.012). At baseline, all SPMS patients (N=18) and 20 PPMS patients (20/26, 77%) had spinal cord lesions at C2-C3. At follow-up, two PPMS patients showed new lesions at this level (22/26 (85%).

All patients together progressed significantly over one year on EDSS (p<0.001) (Table 1), 9-HPT (p<0.001), TWT (p=0.053), grip strength (p=0.001) and ASIA-motor scores (p=0.015) (Table 2). While PPMS patients showed significant progression in all these scores (except TWT), SPMS significantly progressed only on EDSS and 9-HPT (all p<0.05) (Supplemental Material).

Spinal cord atrophy

PMS patients and each progressive phenotype had a smaller spinal cord area at both baseline and one-year follow-up than HCs (Table 1).

Taken together, all patients showed a significantly greater decrease in percentage SC-CSA change over time than HCs (adjusted difference: -2.56, 95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) -4.35,
-0.76, p=0.006), when adjusted for age and gender. When looking at the phenotypes, only PPMS showed a greater decrease in percentage SC-CSA change than HCs (-2.95, 95%CIs -4.88, -1.02, p=0.003). There was no difference in the percentage SC-CSA change between SPMS and HCs (-1.78, 95%CIs -4.07, -0.51, p=0.13). In this model, neither age nor gender was significant. Both patients groups showed a significant reduction in percentage SC-CSA change over time, whilst HCs did not (Table 1).

No associations were found between % change in SC-CSA and clinical changes over one year in all progressive MS patients together and in each patient group separately.

The inclusion of PBVC in the models did not affect these results.

**Brain atrophy**

PBVC was significantly greater in the progressive MS cohort than HCs over the follow-up (adjusted difference= -1.17, 95%CIs -1.78, -0.56, p<0.001), when adjusting for age and gender. Looking at the individual phenotype, the PPMS patients showed a significant greater PBVC than HCs (-1.23, 95%CIs -1.89, -0.58, p<0.001); similarly, the SPMS group showed a significantly greater PBVC than HCs (-1.02, 95%CIs -1.83, 0.02, p=0.016). There was not significant brain volume loss in HCs over time (Table 1). When correcting for brain T2LV, the results did not change.

**Sample size calculations for a neuroprotective clinical trial**

The sample size calculations for all patients together using the percentage SC-CSA change (adjusted for age and gender), in a 12-month neuroprotective clinical trial, demonstrated that the minimum sample size per arm required to detect a 50% treatment effect (that is a 50% reduction in % change in SC-CSA) (5% significance, 80% power), was 146 per arm; when
the two patient groups were analysed separately, the minimum sample size per arm reduced to 57 in PPMS and increased to 546 in SPMS (Table 3).

To complete the analysis, we calculated the sample size using the PBVC in the progressive MS cohort as well as in each patient group. We found that the minimum sample size per arm required to detect the same 50% treatment effect, at 80% power and 5% significance, in all patients together was 51 per arm; when the two cohorts were analysed separately, the minimum sample size required per arm was 57 in PPMS and 33 in SPMS (Table 3).
Discussion

Our single-centre study showed a significant development of cord atrophy over 1 year in progressive MS when compared to HCs. The PPMS subgroup, who had shorter disease duration, lower EDSS, and larger SC-CSA compared with SPMS, showed the greatest reduction in percentage SC-CSA change over one year. Sample size calculations gave realistically achievable numbers of patients per arm in PPMS when using percentage SC-CSA change, which were similar to the numbers obtained with PBVC, though this was not the case in SPMS. Thus, SC-CSA shows potential to be a feasible outcome measure, in addition to brain atrophy, for inclusion in single-centre, placebo-controlled neuroprotective trials in PPMS, when they are at an early stage of the disease, have moderate disability and modest SC atrophy. We will discuss each of these results in turn.

We found a significant difference in percentage SC-CSA change between PPMS patients and HCs, but not between SPMS patients and HCs. The SPMS subjects were older, had longer disease duration and were more disabled than those with PPMS, they had more marked spinal cord atrophy at study baseline and had a lower percentage change in SC-CSA than PPMS. The PPMS patients had less cord atrophy at baseline and therefore had more to lose over time, while the critical loss of axons may have already occurred in the SPMS subgroup. This raises the possibility that cord atrophy may not be a useful biomarker in SPMS, especially if they have very long disease duration and marked cord atrophy at study entry. The better performance of cord atrophy measures in the PPMS subgroup compared to the SPMS subgroup may be important in understanding progressive MS. Interestingly, the length of progressive disease appeared to be similar between SPMS and PPMS; however, it
is often difficult to establish the onset of a progressive disease. A long term, prospective study that follows people from RRMS through to SPMS would be required to clarify the temporal dynamics of spinal cord atrophy in relapse-onset MS.

In this study, all SPMS patients and the vast majority of PPMS patients had spinal cord lesions at C2-C3 level. Therefore, we could not do any statistics to investigate the role of spinal cord lesions in the development of cord atrophy in this study and the relationship between cord lesions and SC-CSA measurements. However, the fact that the ASM algorithm constructs a 3D cylindrical model over all slices helps to minimise the effect that the lesions may have on the shape of the cord, with consequent effect on the CSA measurements. A previous voxel-wise morphometry study of the cervical cord showed that the spatial distribution of cord atrophy and cord lesions was not the same for any phenotype, suggesting that cord atrophy is not necessarily the local result of focal demyelination\textsuperscript{20}. A post-mortem study found that lesions in the cervical cord do not play a major role in local atrophy in the cervical cord\textsuperscript{21}. On the other hand, a significant decline in cord area may occur after a focal MS lesion\textsuperscript{22}, and that asymptomatic spinal cord lesions at baseline, change in cord lesion number and the development of spinal cord atrophy, contribute to the development of future disability in clinically isolated syndrome\textsuperscript{23}.

The progressive MS cohort significantly progressed in a number of clinical measures over 1 year, including EDSS, ASIA-motor scores, 9-HPT and grip strength. However, there were no significant associations between percentage SC-CSA change and change in clinical scores in all patients together and in each group separately. This may be due to the short follow-up
period and the small sample size of the study, which makes it difficult to detect significant associations. Also, the patients recruited into this study were not recruited based on clinical progression in the year prior to recruitment, as this was a retrospective study and patients were not selected on the basis of this criterion.

The overall sample size calculations for the percentage SC-CSA change gave achievable numbers of patients per arm in all patients together, but this was clearly driven by the PPMS group. The sample size calculations for 50% treatment effect in the SPMS patients gave higher numbers per arm (N=546) than PPMS (N=57). This highlights the importance of recruiting subjects with early PPMS into clinical trials and raises the question if cord atrophy behaves differently in SPMS as a result of the longer disease duration (rather than the duration of progressive disease), and the more marked spinal cord atrophy at baseline. It is likely that these numbers could be further reduced by recruiting only subjects with a history of disease progression in the previous 12 months, and by recruiting patients who showed a steady progression as the major cause of increasing disability in the preceding 2 years history.

The ASM has been used in one large cross-sectional multicentre study in MS; this study confirmed the stability of this measure among different centers, but the stability of longitudinal SCA needs to be explored and validated before being used in multicenter trials. Since the post-processing and analysis are not complex, we think that the methods can be adopted by any center with a special interest in spinal cord imaging. However, the challenges in assessing small absolute changes longitudinally in the size of a small structure should not be underestimated and in the real world setting of large, multicentre, long term,
phase III clinical trials, methodological variability includes the use of multiple acquisition sequences and multiple scanner models, software and hardware upgrades and changes in scanners during follow up. Such methodological factors may require larger sample sizes than we have estimated from our single centre/scanner study.\(^7\) Notwithstanding this, the importance of good image quality and analysis method are crucial for measuring spinal cord atrophy in order to obtain acceptable sample size estimates.

An interesting observation of our single-centre study is that sample size calculations for brain atrophy gave similar results as those for spinal cord atrophy only in the PPMS group (N=57 for 50% treatment effects when using both imaging outcome measures), whilst the numbers per arm were much higher for spinal cord atrophy (N=546) than brain atrophy (N=33) in the SPMS group. This suggests that spinal cord atrophy has the potential to be used as an outcome measure in clinical trials with therapies that target neurodegeneration in addition to brain atrophy in PPMS.

**Technical considerations and limitations**

The active surface model was originally developed for near isotropic 3D data. Overall, the effect of using 2D rather than 3D data is unknown, but is likely to be negligible.

From a technical perspective, only the CSA of three slices centred at C2-C3 (which represents a short segment of the cervical cord (15mm)) was used in the analysis. However, the cervical cord was imaged using a neck collar in the axial-oblique plane (i.e. slices perpendicular to the cord) with the centre of the imaging volume positioned at the level of C2-3 intervertebral disc, in order to ensure minimal variability and slice-angulation. Our CSA measurements are made considering the slice in the middle of C2-C3 intervertebral disc level and one slice above and one below.\(^{25}\)
Previous studies have calculated the inter- and/or intra-rater assessment of the longitudinal change in cord area using the ASM. A previous study found intra- and inter-rater coefficients of variation values of 0.44% and 1.07% respectively using the ASM\textsuperscript{16}. Another study found the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) for scan-rescan reliability using the active surface model of 0.992 in HCs and MS patients\textsuperscript{26}. Kearney et al. found that the inter-observer ICCs of the active surface model were 0.993 and 0.995 (depending on the MRI sequence used), and the scan-rescan ICCs were between 0.978 and 0.981 (depending on the MRI sequence)\textsuperscript{27}. We previously found that the coefficient of variation and the Dice score coefficient of a test-retest experiment repeated on 5 healthy controls 3 times on separate occasions were 0.8% and 0.965\textsuperscript{28}. In the same paper, we demonstrated that the presence of lesions has a low impact on the reproducibility values\textsuperscript{28}. In the present study, the correlation between the two cord area obtained at two different times points was 99% in controls, 97% in PPMS and 94% in SPMS, indirectly suggesting reproducible measurements.

To date only segmentation-based methods are available for measuring longitudinal change in spinal cord atrophy, unlike brain atrophy, where registration based methods are available, such as SIENA and Boundary Shift Integral (BSI). This is a limitation for measuring longitudinal change in spinal cord atrophy. We are currently developing and validating a BSI technique for the spinal cord, similar to that like used in the brain, which may improve spinal cord atrophy measurements in MS patients.

The MS patients and HCs are not well matched for age and gender in this study. To address this limitation, we have adjusted for age and gender in the regression models, which should remove any possible confounding effects of these two factors.

**Conclusion**
Our sample size calculations gave acceptable numbers of patients per arm, suggesting spinal cord atrophy shows potential to be a feasible outcome measure, in addition to brain atrophy, for single-centre, placebo-controlled neuroprotective trials in early PPMS, who are at an early stage of disease and have modest cord atrophy at baseline. Conversely, cord atrophy may not be a useful outcome measure in SPMS who have not showed a steady progression as the major cause of increasing disability in the preceding 2 years history, have long disease duration and marked spinal cord atrophy at study entry.
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